The Canadian clinician-scientist training program must be reinstated
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Clinical investigators within the Canadian and international communities were shocked when the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) announced that their funding for the MD/PhD program would be terminated after the 2015–2016 academic year. The program has trained Canadian clinician-scientists for more than two decades. The cancellation of the program is at odds with the CIHR’s mandate, which stresses the translation of new knowledge into improved health for Canadians, as well as with a series of internal reports that have recommended expanding the program. Although substantial evidence supports the analogous Medical Scientist Training Program in the United States, no parallel analysis of the MD/PhD program has been performed in Canada. Here, we highlight the long-term consequences of the program’s cancellation in the context of increased emphasis on translational research. We argue that alternative funding sources cannot ensure continuous support for students in clinician-scientist training programs and that platform funding of the MD/PhD program is necessary to ensure leadership in translational research.

The clinician-scientist community was shocked in June when the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) announced that its funding for the MD/PhD program would be terminated. In a letter to MD/PhD program directors at Canadian medical schools, the CIHR cited budgetary constraints as the primary motivation for the cancellation of the program, which, at $1.8 million (all figures are in Canadian dollars), constitutes approximately 0.15% of the agency’s 2015 budget. Despite several internal reports that have recommended expanding clinical and translational research programs, and contrary to the CIHR’s own mandate, the CIHR has not yet outlined a new approach to clinician-scientist trainee program funding. Moreover, despite substantial evidence supporting American MD/PhD programs, no parallel evaluation of the MD/PhD program has been performed within Canada that would justify this funding decision (1). The cancellation of this program represents a blow to Canadian and international medical research.

The long-term benefits have been undervalued

The cancellation of the MD/PhD program is at odds with the reports of several expert committees as well as with the CIHR’s own 2003 mandate, which emphasizes excellence “in the creation of new knowledge and its translation into improved health for Canadians, more effective health services and products, and a strengthened Canadian health care system” (2). A 2011 international review panel report noted that the success of clinical research is an important component of improving patient outcomes but commented that, while Canada has “a strong track record in clinical research,” translational research is currently underfunded (3). This report expressed “particular concern about the support for clinician-scientists, many of whom have 50% time or less for research” and recommended the development of a national strategy to support clinical and translational research. Similarly, a 2013 report addressing the deficit of patient-oriented research in Canada specifically recommended expanding MD/PhD funding in order to support more students (4). In the face of these comments and the recommendations by the CIHR’s own expert committees, the decision to defund the MD/PhD program is mystifying.

The CIHR’s decision is particularly perplexing, given that no attempt has been made to gauge the utility of the program within Canada or the potential repercussions of its termination. In contrast, several analyses of the Medical Scientist Training Program in the United States have concluded that the program is integral to fulfilling the translational research mandate of the NIH. A 2014 report found that American MD/PhD program graduates were more successful in RPG and R01 grant competitions than were MD applicants (5). Moreover, while only 1.5% of American MDs were engaged in research-related careers in recent years (6), 89% of MD/PhD graduates held positions at academic or research institutions, and over 90% reported that research was a significant professional activity (7). Although no similar studies of the Canadian program have been conducted, 11 of the 16 clinician-scientist salary awards granted by the CIHR within the past three years were awarded to researchers holding combined MD/PhD degrees, an observation that attests to the importance of dual-degree holders in Canadian research. These data suggest that the CIHR’s decision to defund the MD/PhD program will negatively impact patient care and health outcomes for Canadians.

Several recent CIHR reports have highlighted the value of translational research to the Canadian health care system, and
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research is therefore fundamentally at odds with the termination of patient-oriented research. The CIHR’s emphasis on translational research, with protected research time, is likely to further compromise relevant questions and the skill set to translate the answers into practice. These individuals have both the perspective to ask clinically relevant questions and the skill set to translate the answers into clinical care. A reduction in the number of medical professionals with protected research time is likely to further compromise patient-oriented research. The CIHR’s emphasis on translational research is therefore fundamentally at odds with the termination of the MD/PhD program.

The next generation needs to be sustained

Physicians holding both MD and PhD degrees are uniquely trained to translate advances in basic science into improved health outcomes and patient care. In spite of the increasing need for experts capable of bridging the path from bench to bedside, few young researchers pursue careers as clinician-scientists. This is partly because the rigorous training required to pursue a career in translational medical research involves accepting significant lost or deferred income relative to that earned in traditional clinical or research careers. Up to 20 years may be required to complete MD/PhD clinician-scientist training. The paucity of young clinician-scientists can also be attributed to the limited number of MD/PhD positions that are funded nationwide. The recently terminated CIHR MD/PhD program grants supported approximately 20 incoming students each year over six-year periods. Consequently, competition for existing spots has historically been intense, and the number of applications submitted to the UBC program has increased by 250% since 2010, intensifying the already highly competitive process. The termination of CIHR support will further reduce the number of young clinician-scientists graduating from Canadian institutions.

The recently terminated CIHR MD/PhD program grants were the only funding sources designed to support students throughout the length of the combined degree program. Accordingly, Canadian MD/PhD students have few options to support their extensive training. The CIHR cited existing funding competitions for MD/PhD students, including the Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarships and CIHR Doctoral Research Awards, as justification for the cancellation of the MD/PhD program grants and noted that MD/PhD students have historically performed very well in these competitions. However, the value of these awards has not tracked with inflation to offset the rising cost of tuition. Furthermore, these awards support individuals for only three years; in contrast, earning a combined MD/PhD degree typically requires a seven- or eight-year program. As such, the CIHR MD/PhD program grants represented the only continuous funding source designed to support students throughout the entirety of their program. Moreover, no other national, provincial, or external funding competitions match the time commitment and stability of the six-year CIHR MD/PhD program grants. The CIHR MD/PhD program grants therefore represented a commitment to the training of young clinician-scientists rather than a funding redundancy.

Conclusions

While the immediate effects of this decision may only affect current and prospective MD/PhD students and program directors, the long-term consequences for the Canadian health care system are likely to be profound. The cancellation of the program reduces our ability to care for an aging population, particularly in the context of public health crises such as global antibiotic resistance. As medical practice becomes increasingly complex and we witness the advent of personalized medicine, there is a particular need for individuals capable of translating biotechnological advances into improved patient care. The future of translational research in Canada will be bleak without clinician-scientists capable of making these connections. We are grateful to those who have raised their concerns about this decision and ask the clinician-scientist community to continue to raise its voice. We urge the CIHR and the newly elected federal government to reconsider their decision and resume funding for the MD/PhD program.
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Figure 1. Combined value (2014 Canadian dollars in millions) of CIHR-funded grant proposals with the keyword “translational” and CIHR funding for MD/PhD training programs across Canada from 2005 to 2014. (Source: Canadian Research Information System.)
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